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GILLIAN CRAIG
Gillian’s family and professional life has led to worldwide travel. Born in Rome and educated in Italy,
Switzerland and England, Gillian is bilingual in Italian, fluent in French and speaks some Spanish. After
stepping down as Founder and Director of the BADA Antiques & Fine Art Fair London, Gillian now lives
between London and Italy. She is particularly fascinated with Eastern Europe and has organised and led
tours to Macedonia, St. Petersburg, Dresden, Georgia, Bulgaria, Romania, Morocco, and Italy. As well as
studying the history, art and architecture, she enjoys exploring the culture, traditions and local life and
getting to know the character of a country.

QUALITY OF SERVICE
We like to think that our success has been built on a simple formula - to deliver a high standard of service
before, during and after each holiday, a duty of care and commitment to you, and value for money. We aim
to be totally flexible in our approach, as this allows us to create the holiday that you want and one that is
easy and enjoyable to plan.
However, if you feel that there are areas in which we could improve our service to you, please do not
hesitate to contact either our Managing Director Nick Van Gruisen, or Executive Director Rowan Paterson,
on 020 7386 4646. You can also email them:
nick@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk
rowan@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk
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DETAILED ITINERARY
This journey focuses on Oltenia, in the western region of Wallachia. The mediaeval state of Wallachia,
between the Lower Danube and the Southern Carpathians, was founded as a principality in the early 14th
century, and being relatively autonomous in the 15th century, was able to establish princely courts and
significant monasteries.
The region of Oltenia, an area of unique beauty and largely untouched by tourism, is full of picturesque
monasteries nestling in the foothills of the southern Carpathians. It is the home of the tombs of the
Romanian Royal family, and where the Boyars, the Romanian aristocrats in the 17th and 19th centuries,
built unique fortified houses against the Turks, which are now a UNESCO World Heritage Collection.
Oltenia is a place where potters and basket makers, rug weavers and cheesemakers carry on their art as
they have always done. It is where tradition is still important and hospitality is genuine and generous.
You will explore the hidden local craft museums and wonderful wooden buildings, with many still
conserving their original furniture from the 18th century, eat the local hearty food and enjoy the wines of
this largely agricultural region, while feasting on the natural beauty and wild flowers of the Olt valley. This
captivating tour of Oltenia, with its tranquil villages inhabited by shepherds and cowherds, its numerous
historical monuments and its spectacular scenery, makes it the perfect introduction to one of Romania’s
least visited and unspoilt regions.
Highlights include the magnificent Hurezu monastery, one of the most serene Monasteries in Romania, a
UNESCO World Heritage site and masterpiece of the Brâncoveanu style, Targu Jiu where sculptor Brancusi,
student of Rodin, installed his greatest art installations, and a special dinner in a former Boyars Family’s
house, hosted by the noble aristocratic Romanian family who recovered their home after the 1989
Revolution.

Curtea de Arges Monastery
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DAY 1: FRIDAY, 10 MAY

LONDON / BUCHAREST

Morning departure from London Heathrow on a British Airways flight to Bucharest arriving in the midafternoon. On arrival, transfer to the charming 4-star Residence Domenii Plaza Hotel where one night is
spent. Dinner at the hotel.

The hanging haystacks

DAY 2: SATURDAY, 11 MAY

Cula Greceanu

BUCHAREST / CURTEA DE ARGES / BAILE GOVORA

This morning, depart to the north-west to Curtea Domneasca de las Arges, the Wallachian rulers’ first capital
to visit to the Cathedral and Monastery of Curtea de Arges. Founded between 1512 – 1517 the Monastery is
the burial place of King Carol I, King Ferdinand, Queen Elisabeta and Queen Maria, as well as other princes
of Wallachia and their wives. Legend has it that the wife of Meșterul Manole, who built the church, was
sacrificed and buried alive in the walls. The Cathedral of Curtea de Arges had an overwhelming influence
on the architectural style of many religious monuments in the southern part of the country.
Lunch at a local restaurant. Continue your journey west into Oltenia, passing the town of Râmnicu Vâlce on
the western banks of the River Olt which marks the border between the two halves of Wallachia, to the
Monastery of Govora. This simple trefoil church, with its tall cupola, stands inside a curtainwall, showing
that it once was heavily fortified. It had been destroyed before 1488, when Vlad Calugarul had it restored
and during the reign of Prince Radu cel Frumus (Radu the Handsome, 1495-1508) it became an influential
cultural centre, famous for its printing press. It developed still further in the 18th century, when Prince
Constantin Brâncoveanu had the church rebuilt and frescoed. Transfer to the comfortable 4-star Palace
Hotel in Baile Govora were one night is spent. Dinner at the hotel.

DAY 3: SUNDAY, 12 MAY

BAILE GOVORA / HOREZU

This morning depart (with luggage) for Dintr-un lemn Monastery which according to legend, was built in the
16th century by a shepherd from a single tree trunk. The original monastery burnt down and the existing
wooden church was built in 1810-14. The stone church in the precinct is thought to have been built in the
17th century by the boyar Preda Brâncoveanu – inside are frescoes including portraits of the Princes of
Wallachia. Most of the other buildings in the precinct were built by Ștefan Cantacuzino, Prince of Wallachia
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from 1714-6. Continue north to the village of Horezu, with a stop enroute at Măldărești village to visit two
magnificent cule – Cula Greceanu, built in the early 18th century and Cula Duca, built in 1815. Both are now
ethnographic museums. Cule are semi-fortified thick-walled houses that were built from the late 17th
century by the boyar class as refuges used during Turkish raids. Typically 3-storeyed, with animals and
storage at ground level, but with no internal access to the upper floors, which contained more storage as
well as the living quarters. They often have attractive balconies that doubled up as watch stations. These
towers, together with fortified manor houses called ‘conace’, were spread all over Oltenia, and were located
strategically on high hills. The fortified houses were both homes and watch towers. The walls, frequently up
to a metre thick, are built of stone or brick, sometimes with oak beams to consolidate them.
Lunch at a beautifully restored cule. Continue to Olari for a walk through the village, renowned for its pottery
that comes in a panoply of different colours and styles, and is included in the UNESCO list of Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity. Continue to the beautifully restored fortified house, Conacul lui Maldar,
where two nights are spent. Dinner at the hotel.

Pottery of Olari

DAY 4: MONDAY, 13 MAY

Carpet weaving in Sohodol

HOREZU

Morning visit to the Horezu Monastery, one of the most serene and finest religious ensembles in Romania,
set in breathtaking mountainous scenery. A UNESCO World Heritage site, built by Constantin Brâncoveanu,
Prince of Wallachia between 1693 -1697. Brâncoveanu was a leader of the Byzantine revival who maintained
close links with the Orthodox Christian faith. In doing so he infuriated the Sultan and was eventually
beheaded for refusing to convert to Islam. He was also a great supporter of the arts, and under his patronage
a distinctive style was born. Known as the stil brâncovenesc, the Brâncoveanu style, was the amalgamation
between Romanian, Islamic and Venetian art which infused architecture, stone carving, silverwork and
embroidery.
Lunch at a local restaurant. Optional afternoon walk (2.5 miles / 1 hour) or transfer by bus to Romanii de
Sus, a village north of Horezu monastery, to explore the gypsy settlement where the inhabitants specialise
in making hazelnut wickerwork and farming. Special dinner at a local former boyar family’s house by kind
arrangement of Carina and Radu Ogrezeanu Ghica. This local aristocratic family had to leave Romania
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during Ceausescu’s time and lived in Germany for many years. The family returned after the 1989 Revolution
and recovered their family home. The Ghica family were a noble family active in Wallachia, Moldavia and in
the Kingdom of Romania in the 17th and 19th centuries.

Casa Cartianu

DAY 5: TUESDAY, 14 MAY

The Gate of the Kiss

HOREZU / POLOVRAGI / TARGU JIU / CARTIU

Morning departure (with luggage) to Polovragi Monastery, built by Prince Radu cel Frumos in 1470 at the
mouth of the Cheile Oltetului (Oltet Gorge), which has some fine early 18th-century murals.
Lunch at a local restaurant. Continue the journey to the town of Târgu Jiu, stopping on the way at Curtișoara
to visit the Museum of Folk Architecture in the district of Gorj. Here there is a superb collection of traditional
houses, including a beautiful 18th-century cula house that contains furniture, decorations and household
objects typical of Oltenia village life. Continue to the rural Pension Casa Cartianu, built in 1760 by the
Cartianu family and one of the best semi-fortified cula houses in the area, where two nights are spent. Enjoy
the fresh local produce including jams, pickles, apples and vegetables as well as an outdoor swimming pool.
Dinner at Pension Casa Cartianu.

DAY 6: WEDNESDAY, 15 MAY

CARTIU, TARGU JIU & SOHODOL

Morning visit to the industrial town of Târgu Jiu, on the edge of the Jiu valley coal mines. Whilst not the
most attractive town, it was here in 1937-38 that Constantin Brâncuși (1876-1857) supervised the installation
of a group of sculptures that became famous worldwide, including the ‘Endless Column’, the ‘Gate of the
Kiss’, the ‘Table of Silence’ and the ‘Avenue of Chairs’, making this home to Romania’s best-known
sculptural ensemble.
Enjoy a traditional lunch in the village of Sohodol prepared by a local teacher who is also an expert in making
traditional Oltenia rugs. Return to Pension Casa Cartianu for the remainder of the afternoon at leisure.
Dinner at Pension Casa Cartianu.
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DAY 7: THURSDAY, 16 MAY

CARTIU / DRAGASANI / BUCHAREST

Morning departure (with luggage) to The Avincis wine estate, situated on the right bank of the river Olt, the
largest tributary of the Danube in Romania. The Drăgășani vineyard extends over 60km, between the Getic
Sub Carpathians in the north and the Romanian plain in the south. Their white wines are fine, cool, with
good acidity and their red wines are chiefly Cabernet Sauvignon as well as the local variety Negru de
Drăgășani, and both are internationally recognised.
Lunch and wine tasting at the Avincis wine Estate. Continue to Bucharest and re-check into the 4-star
Residence Domenii Plaza Hotel where one night is spent. Dinner at a local restaurant.

Avincis wine estate and vineyard

DAY 8: FRIDAY, 17 MAY

Kretzulescu Church, Bucharest

BUCHAREST / LONDON

Morning tour of Bucharest including the Calea Victoriei Boulevard with its beautiful period buildings which
gave the city its nickname ‘Little Paris’. Visit the outside of the Palace of Parliament, built by Ceaucescu, a
frightening example of his megalomania and a must to see. A monstrous building, second only in size to
the Pentagon, it took 20,000 people, working three shifts a day, five years to complete. Nine square
kilometres of the city were flattened and 40,000 people had their homes flattened to accommodate it.
Continue to Revolution Square and see the striking 18th century red brick Kretzulescu church, one of the
oldest churches in Bucharest before stopping for a quick visit at the National Art Museum, located in the
former royal palace in Revolution Square. Continue to the charming Lipscani district with its smart cafes,
antique shops and silversmiths.
Lunch at a local restaurant. Transfer to Bucharest Airport for a British Airways late afternoon flight to
London, arriving in the early evening.
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TOUR PRICE
COST

£2,280 PER PERSON

Single Supplement

£195 per person

PRICE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

economy class scheduled flights
air passenger duty, passenger service charge, airline security charges, airport taxes and fuel surcharges
where applicable - currently £51 (liable to change without notice)
accommodation throughout as shown in the itinerary
breakfast daily; 7 lunches; 7 dinners
all entrance fees, visits, excursions and transportation as per the itinerary
gratuities in restaurants for included meals; gratuities to driver/s; porterage
gratuities to guide/s
local English-speaking guide/s
the services of your tour leader throughout

PRICE EXCLUDES
•
•
•

travel insurance
items of personal expenditure (e.g. telephone calls / laundry etc.)
government levies or taxes introduced after costing and publication of this programme on 30/05/18

AIRLINE TICKETS
As a tour operator we have access to special airfares. While these offer good value, they do carry certain
restrictions applied by the airline. Please ask us for details.
Note: If you are thinking about using air miles to upgrade to a premium cabin on the flights, please check
with us first as fare restrictions might not permit this.

AIRLINE SEATING
The rules governing the pre-booking of seats vary from airline to airline. Some allow us to pre-book seats
immediately and without charge, some only once the tickets are issued but with charge, and others only
when you check in either on line or at the airport.
We will clarify the rules for your specific carrier(s) with our confirmation documents. In the event that seating
cannot be arranged until tickets are issued (normally six weeks prior to departure) and you prefer not to
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wait, we can issue your tickets earlier provided you are happy to pay in advance for the flight costs in addition
to the required deposit for the holiday.
However, please be mindful that the majority of our discounted fare tickets, once issued, are non-refundable
and will attract fees should you wish to make any date changes. Nor will you be allowed to change the
actual flight routing.

PEACE OF MIND
You will probably be aware of the difficulties many travellers faced with obtaining refunds when their
holidays were disrupted or cancelled as a result of such events as ash cloud, strike, snow and political
unrest. By booking both your flights and land arrangements with us, not only are you guaranteed the peace
of mind that comes with full financial protection but also all the round the clock assistance we are able to
offer, should the need arise.

CHANGES TO THE ITINERARY
Please note, that certain elements of this itinerary, and/or the order of events, may well be subject to
alteration due to circumstances beyond our control

FITNESS TO TRAVEL
Whilst we do not impose any age limitations on joining a tour, participants must be reasonably fit. The very
nature of the sightseeing involved in our tours (and the difficulties of direct access by coach in various
places) means that a considerable amount of walking and standing is unavoidable on almost all tours. We
regret that our tours are not suitable for people who have difficulty in walking, may require wheelchair
assistance at any time, or are unable to keep pace with the group. If you are in any doubt as to the suitability
of a tour, please make this known to us before you book and we will advise you accordingly. The Ultimate
Travel Company reserves the right to decline a reservation without necessarily giving a reason. Your tour
leader may also refuse to take participants on particular excursions if they feel that the rest of the group will
be held up.

ACCOMMODATION
Hotels are chosen on the basis of category, character and location. The majority will be at least 4 star,
otherwise the best available. The projected size of the group will often rule out the use of luxury boutique
hotels. Sometimes the style of hotel will mean that not all rooms are of the same size or have the same
outlook.

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
There are no mandatory health requirements for visitors to Romania and no inoculations are required.
Please consult your local GP or Travel Clinic for more information.
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PASSPORT AND VISA INFORMATION
Passengers should hold a full passport. British passport holders do not require a visa to visit Romania for
visits less than 3 months. Passport holders of other countries should consult their local Romanian
Consulate. Please ensure that your passport is valid for the proposed duration of your stay; you do not need
any additional period of validity on your passport beyond this. However, it is always sensible to have a short
period of extra validity on your passport in case of any unforeseen delays to your departure.

FCO ADVICE
We recommend that you periodically review the travel advice issued by the Foreign & Commonwealth Office,
which relates to all aspects of your destination, at www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
We have been organising bespoke, tailor-made holidays and escorted group tours around the world since
the early 1990s. The opportunity that we identified then was for a travel company with the knowledge and
enthusiasm of a smaller specialist, but with the range and buying power of a much larger organisation, and
we like to think that we have maintained this balance over the years.
More importantly, we try to be an easy and friendly company to deal with, and because most of us have had
the good fortune to work abroad, we are able to approach travel in a sensitive and intelligent way.

WHAT WE OFFER?
First-hand knowledge and personal service is at the core of what we offer. Our consultants travel to all the
destinations that we feature on a very regular basis, so that the advice you receive is accurate and up-todate. They will also look after you from the outset and assume full responsibility for ensuring that your travel
plans are designed and delivered as requested.
Planning a holiday should be an enjoyable and effortless experience, and we will do all that we can to ensure
that this is the case.

OUR REPUTATION
We have grown largely through personal recommendation and repeat business, and so we treat our
reputation with care. The directors and owners of the company, led by Nick Van Gruisen, are very much
‘hands on’ so immediate decisions can be taken to ensure the standard of service that our clients have come
to expect is maintained.

LOCAL REPRESENTATION
Equally crucial is the quality of our local associates and suppliers. It is they who look after you on holiday
and it is their guides, vehicles and general support service that will determine your enjoyment of it. We
therefore take great care to ensure that our ground handlers have the requisite expertise, efficiency and
creativity, and also the ability to deal sensitively and swiftly with any situation that might arise. The fact that
we have worked together for many years and know each other well is a further bonus.

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL
As a company with a passion for travel, we understand the vital support that tourism can provide to
communities and fragile habitats throughout the world. At the same time, we are aware that tourism can
have a negative impact and are committed to doing what we can to minimise this risk.
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In 2007, an independent body completed an Environmental Audit on all aspects of The Ultimate Travel
Company. This covered not only our own practices but those of our worldwide suppliers, thereby ensuring
that we all met the necessary environmental and employment criteria.
The audit also measured the carbon footprint produced by our London office and by our international travel,
and we now offset this with an annual donation to Social Change and Development, a small but dynamic
tree planting initiative in India.
Further initiatives include a ‘charity donation’ scheme, whereby we ask clients for a voluntary contribution
of £10 which we then match. As a result of this initiative, a handful of small overseas charities, and the
healthcare, environmental and educational projects that they run, now share an annual donation of more
than $100,000.
If you want further details of these initiatives, please ring Nick Van Gruisen on 02073864646.

EXTRA VALUE
It can be difficult at times to recognise the extra value promised by travel companies. Generally speaking,
we all offer the same flight, the same hotel, the same excursion, the same excursion, the same sunset, and
at similar prices….indeed in many ways, the same holiday experience!
Here, at The Ultimate Travel Company, we strive to go further. While we believe that the diversity of
destination, intimate product knowledge and personal service we offer already sets us apart, we supply all
our clients with detailed information on all aspects of their forthcoming journey, a 10% discount voucher at
Daunt Books (described by The Daily Telegraph as ‘the most beautiful bookshop in London – designed for
travellers who like reading’) and a welcome home ‘surprise’.
Honeymooners can also look forward to a wedding gift on arrival at their chosen destination.
Moreover, we continually monitor your movements while you are away so that we can offer any assistance
that might be required, effectively and without delay. And if genuine problems do arise as a result of any
error on our part (few as these may be!), we will not shy away from our own responsibilities and our
commitment to you.
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